The European market clearing problem is characterized by a set of heterogeneous orders and rules that force the implementation of heuristic and iterative solving methods. In particular, curtailable block orders and the uniform purchase price pose serious difficulties. A block order spans over multiple hours, and can be either fully accepted or fully rejected. The uniform purchase price prescribes that all consumers pay a common price in all the zones, while producers receive zonal prices, which can differ from one zone to another.
Nomenclature

A. Sets and Indices i
Index of market zones, i ∈ Z. K π ti Set of consumers paying the UPP π t in zone i ∈ Z, with t ∈ T . K π t Set of all consumers paying the UPP, i.e., K π t = ∪ i K π ti , with t ∈ T . K ζ ti Set of consumers paying the zonal price ζ ti in zone i ∈ Z, with t ∈ T . K ζ t Set of all consumers paying zonal prices, i.e., K ζ t = ∪ i K ζ ti , with t ∈ T . K ti Set of all consumers in zone i ∈ Z, i.e., K ti = K π ti ∪ K ζ ti , with t ∈ T . K t Set of all consumers, i.e., K t = ∪ i K ti , with t ∈ T . P ti Set of producers submitting simple stepwise order in zone i ∈ Z, with t ∈ T . P t Set of all producers submitting simple stepwise order, i.e., P t = ∪ i P ti , t ∈ T . P B i Set of producers submitting curtailable profile block orders in zone i ∈ Z. P B Set of all producers submitting curtailable profile block orders, i.e., P B = ∪ i P B i . T Set of the 24 daily hours. T p Set of block order p timespan, with p ∈ P B , and T p ⊆ T . Z π Set of zones enforcing the UPP π t . Z ζ Set of zones without the UPP, all consumers pay zonal prices ζ ti . Z Set of all zones, Z = Z π ∪ Z ζ .
B. Constants D max tk
Maximum hourly quantity demanded by consumer k ∈ K t at time t ∈ T . Merit order for consumer k ∈ K π t , lower values mean higher priority. P d tk Hourly order price submitted by consumer k ∈ K t with t ∈ T . P s tp Hourly order price submitted by producer p ∈ P t with t ∈ T . P B p Block order price submitted by producer p ∈ P B . R min p Minimum acceptance ratio for curtailable block order with p ∈ P B . S max tp Maximum hourly quantity offered by producer p ∈ P t at time t ∈ T . S B,max tp Profile block order maximum hourly quantity offered by producer p ∈ P B with t ∈ T p .
Introduction
Electricity markets are experiencing significant changes due to different factors, as the modification of generation mix [1] , the increasing presence of demand response [2] and energy storage systems [3] , the growth of renewable energy [4] , the request for both flexibility [5, 6] and security of supply [7] ,
C. Variables b tji
Binary variable used in the binary expansion to convert a positive integer number in binary form, where i ∈ Z π , t ∈ T , and j ∈ {0, . . .}. d ζ tk Executed demand quantity for consumer k ∈ K ζ t , with t ∈ T . d w tk Executed demand quantity for consumer k ∈ K π t if u w tk = 1, with t ∈ T . d d tk Executed demand quantity for consumer k ∈ K π t if u d tk = 1, with t ∈ T . d π tk Executed demand quantity for consumer k ∈ K π t , where d π tk = u g tk D max tk + d w tk + d d tk , with k ∈ K π t and t ∈ T . f tij Flow from zone i to zone j with t ∈ T . r p Block order acceptance ratio with p ∈ P B . s tp Executed supply quantity for producer p ∈ P t , with t ∈ T . u f tij Binary variable with i, j ∈ Z π and t ∈ T , where u f tij = 1 if and only if the transmission line from i to j is congested, i.e., f tij = F max tij . u B p Binary variable representing the block order acceptance status with p ∈ P B , where u B p = 1 means accepted, and u B p = 0 rejected. u g tk Binary variable with k ∈ K π t and t ∈ T , where u g tk = 1 ⇐⇒ P d tk > π, and zero otherwise. u e tk Binary variable with k ∈ K π t and t ∈ T , where if u e tk = 1 then P d tk = π. u w tk Binary variable with k ∈ K π t and t ∈ T , where if u w tk = 1 then the demand order is at-the-money and it is partially cleared according to a social welfare approach. u d tk Binary variable with k ∈ K π t and t ∈ T , where if u d tk = 1 then the demand order is at-the-money and it is partially cleared according to an economic dispatch approach. and the associated adjustment in power networks [8] . These changes affected also the European markets. In particular, the current day-ahead European electricity market is the result of a merging process that took place during the last three decades and involved all the main European countries [9] , and it should lead to significant social welfare improvements [10] . However, the complete integration involves several difficulties both in terms of design [11] , and interaction between different markets [12] . In particular, the lack of an original common design, leads to a European day-ahead electricity market that is characterized by heterogeneous orders (e.g., stepwise orders, piecewise linear orders, simple and linked block orders [13] ), and rules (e.g., minimum income condition [14] , uniform purchase price [15] ), which cannot be easily harmonized. As a consequence, the European market clearing algorithm [13] deals with a wide variety of issues, due to, for example, the complexity of both the clearing rules and the orders involved, their heterogeneous nature, and the increasing number of orders currently submitted to the market, which forced the implementation of heuristics and iterative solving methods. One of the most challenging problem is the simultaneous presence of block orders and the uniform purchase pricing scheme. Block orders are present in the central and northern European countries [16, 17] , whereas the uniform purchase price (UPP) is implemented into the Italian market [15] with the name of Prezzo Unico Nazionale (PUN).
The UPP scheme
The UPP scheme requires that all consumers pay a unique price, termed the UPP, in all the zones, while producers receive zonal prices, which can differ from one zone to another. The UPP π t at time t is defined as the average of the zonal prices ζ ti , weighted by the consumers' cleared quantities d π tk . Formally:
where Z π is the set of zones enforcing the UPP, K π ti is the set of consumers paying the UPP in the zone i at time t ∈ T , and K π t = ∪ i K π ti . Given the UPP definition (1), it is possible to specify the following UPP clearing rule:
• demand orders with a submitted price P d tk strictly greater than π t , that is, in-the-money (ITM) demand orders, must be fully executed, i.e., d π tk = D max tk ;
• demand orders with a submitted price P d tk exactly equal to π t , that is, at-the-money (ATM) demand orders, may be partially cleared, i.e., 0 ≤ d π tk ≤ D max tk ;
• demand orders with a submitted price P d tk strictly lower than π t , that is, out-of-the-money (OTM) demand orders, must be fully rejected, i.e., d π tk = 0.
In addition, demand orders subject to the UPP scheme are ranked by a parameter termed merit order, that determines a strict total ordering between the UPP orders. The merit order is assigned by the market operator before the day-ahead auction. Lower merit order O m tk implies a higher priority in execution. In particular, this ranking coincides with the price ranking for the orders with different submitted prices, i.e., if
For the orders with the same price, the merit order is assigned according to a set of non-discriminatory rules, as for example the time stamp of submission. Traditionally, pumping units belonging to hydroelectric production plants are excluded from the UPP rule. These units buy electricity to refill their reservoirs usually during the night, whereas they generate energy during the remaining hours. To harmonize the buying and selling price, demand orders from these units pay zonal prices, and not the UPP. As a consequence, the set K ζ t of consumers paying zonal prices is usually non-empty in the set of UPP zones Z π , because it is populated by the pumping units. By contrast, the set K π t of consumers paying the UPP is always empty in the zones Z ζ non-enforcing the UPP.
Currently, the implementation of the UPP pricing scheme on the Italian market allows an error tolerance κ t ∈ [−1 ; 5] . Therefore, the Italian PUN is actually defined as:
Block orders
A block order p submitted by a producer is an order that spans over multiple hours, and can be either fully accepted or fully rejected [18] . Moreover, the block order submitted price P B p must be the same over the whole timespan. The most general form of a single block order is the profile block order, which allows to submit different quantities for each hour. Furthermore, an additional feature called minimum acceptance ratio (MAR) has been introduced in the Nordic countries, which allows to partially execute a block order [17] . In this case, the hourly quantities involved can be partially cleared, and the profile block order is uniformly scaled over the whole timespan, as depicted in Figure 1 . The fraction of the quantity executed for each hour is termed the acceptance ratio r p . The acceptance ratio is independent of t, and satisfies the constraint, R min p ≤ r p ≤ 1, where R min p is the MAR for the block order p. For this reason, block orders with MAR are called curtailable.
Block orders can be classified according to their degree of moneyness, that is, a block order submitted by a producer is termed:
• in-the-money (ITM), if the submitted price P B p is smaller than the average of the zonal prices ζ ti weighted by the hourly offered quantities S B,max tp , or equivalently, if the block order has a strictly positive surplus, i.e., • out-of-the-money (OTM), if the submitted price P B p is greater than the average of the zonal prices ζ ti weighted by the hourly offered quantities S B,max tp , or equivalently, if the block order has a strictly negative surplus, i.e.,
where T p ⊆ T is the timespan of block order p. We recall that the acceptance ratio r p does not depend on time. For this reason, in the definitions of the block order surplus only S B,max tp is considered instead of r p S B,max tp . ITM block orders should be fully executed. ATM block orders can be partially cleared. OTM block orders must be always rejected. Notice that, the indivisible nature of regular block orders may prevent the existence of an optimal market equilibrium, i.e., the clearing problem may result infeasible [19, 20] . For this reason, current market rules allow to reject ITM block orders [13] . Rejected ITM block orders are termed paradoxically rejected block orders (PRBs). By contrast, OTM block orders that are accepted are termed paradoxically accepted block orders (PABs). PABs are not allowed in the European markets. The reasoning behind this different treatment is straightforward. Under perfect competition, prices submitted by producers are the marginal costs [21, 22] . Therefore, a PAB would cause a monetary loss to the producer, whereas a PRB leads to a missed trading opportunity. Notice that, in some US markets [23] and in Turkey [24], it is possible to compensate producers with side payments [25] , but this is not allowed in the European markets.
Literature review
In the literature, algorithms to solve the market clearing problem in the presence of block orders are based on different techniques. Reference [26] formulates a mixed-integer linear program (MILP) to clear the market with an additional iterative process to handle PRBs. Reference [27] proposes a primal-dual formulation of the market clearing problem, where an improved Benders-like decomposition method is further introduced to strengthen the classical Benders cuts, which is extended in [28] . In [19] a clearing method to minimize the impact of PRBs on the final solution is proposed. Reference [29] introduces a bilevel approach to handle regular block orders in a single-zone market where block order surpluses are explicitly considered. The official European algorithm for market coupling, termed EUPHEMIA [13] , is based on a mixed-integer quadratic programming formulation with additional sequential subproblems and modules. It is partially derived from the COSMOS [30] model, originally employed in the central-western European electricity markets. Both algorithms implement a branch-and-bound method for solving a European social welfare maximization problem, where appropriate cuts are introduced until an optimal solution fulfilling all the market requirements is achieved. Reference [31] reports an interesting scenario analysis, which investigates the effects of different size, number and type of block orders on the computation time required to solve the market clearing problem. Reference [32] formulates a mixedinteger quadratic program to mimic the complete European day-ahead market, with iterative processes to handle PRBs, complex orders, and the UPP.
With respect to the UPP scheme, reference [33] proposes a complementarity approach to solve a clearing problem un-der mixed pricing rules, which is further extended to reserves in [34] , and block orders in [35] . In the latter case, an iterative process is implemented which involves an initial MILP problem to handle block orders, followed by a mixed-complementarity problem to deal with the UPP. Reference [36] uses a complementarity approach to clear a market with block and complex orders, which is extended to UPP in [37] , where in both cases a heuristic process is used to handle paradoxical orders. Reference [38] proposes a bilevel model to clear a UPP market with simple stepwise orders, where the objective function maximize the surplus of the consumers. Reference [39] proposes an income based approach to overcome the non-linearities of the UPP, however this model cannot be extended to curtailable block orders. Originally, the method to clear the Italian market was based on [40] , whereas the current approach implemented by EUPHEMIA is described in [13] . In the first case, the UPP is sequentially selected among each possible price in the aggregate market demand curve until the whole curve is explored. Then, the optimal solution is chosen among the feasible candidates that clear the market and yield the greatest social welfare. Similarly, EUPHEMIA explores the aggregate market demand curve until a feasible solution is found that clears the market while satisfying the UPP definition (2) within the error tolerance κ t . Notice that the UPP scheme differs substantially from both the consumers payment minimization scheme [41] (where the objective is to minimize the total consumers' payments), and from the clearing rule used in some US markets, such as [42], where the common price paid by consumers is computed by using an ex-post iteration. Finally, reference [43] reports an interesting analysis of the European market coupling impact on the UPP, where the positive effect of the increased market liquidity has been assessed.
Market clearing issues in the presence of block orders and UPP
Block orders and the UPP rule pose a considerable burden on the European market clearing problem. In particular, block orders introduce at least two kinds of relevant issues. Firstly, the indivisible nature of these orders forces the introduction of binary variables. Secondly, block orders span over multiple trading hours, and impose multi-temporal constraints. On the other hand, under the UPP scheme it is not possible to use directly the traditional social welfare maximization method to clear the market, due to the possible difference in the price paid by consumers (the UPP) and the price received by producers (the zonal price) within the same zone. Moreover, the UPP scheme requires to clear consumers and producers simultaneously, because both have price-elastic curves, i.e., the demanded and offered quantities depend on the actual market prices. Furthermore, under the marginal pricing framework [44, 45] , market prices are defined as the dual variables of the power balance constraints. This means that the problem formulation must involve the dual variables. Finally, the UPP definition (1) implies the presence of bilinear terms involving both quantities and prices, i.e., primal and dual variables, which make the problem nonlinear and non-convex. As a consequence, the European market clearing problem with both block orders and the UPP can be regarded as a non-linear integer program, involving both primal and dual variables with complementary and multitemporal constraints. c 2018. This manuscript version is made available under the CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 license http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
Paper contribution
The problem of finding a computationally tractable and exact social welfare maximization formulation, for solving the market clearing problem in the presence of both block orders and the UPP scheme, is an important open issue in the European context. The purpose of this paper is to present a noniterative solution to this problem, which results in a MILP model, that can be solved with off-the-shelf solvers. This model is obtained starting from a non-linear integer bilevel problem, which is transformed into an equivalent single level model by using primal-dual relations and properties. Then, all the non-linearities are removed by using both standard integer algebra and an equivalent reformulation of the UPP definition. We remark that, this approach is homogeneous in spite of the different traded instruments and market rules. That is, the proposed framework deals with both block orders and the UPP by using the same comprehensive model under the exact European social welfare maximization objective, with no iterative process or subproblems. Furthermore, by construction, market prices are guaranteed to fulfill the marginal pricing scheme [44] as required by the European regulatory framework [46] and coherently with standard market practices [13, 14] . The solution is exact, with no approximation at least up to the level of resolution of current market data. Finally, the MILP formulation allows to prove the optimality of the solution. To summarize, the main novelties presented in this work are:
1. the exact formulation of the market clearing problem in the presence of both curtailable profile block orders and the UPP as a non-linear integer bilevel problem, which is then transformed into an equivalent MILP model; 2. the use of complementary relations and integer methods to linearize the UPP definition; 3. the non-iterative approach maximizing the exact social welfare in the presence of both the UPP and curtailable block orders.
The aim of this work is to show that the UPP scheme (i.e., a non-linear program), and block orders (which involve binary variables), that are currently handled heuristically, can be recast as a single, all-encompassing MILP problem, fulfilling all the European regulatory requirements. This flexible approach allows one to gain knowledge on the overall clearing problem. By providing insights into the problem structure, the model can be used by transmission system operators, policy makers and stakeholders to evaluate the physical and economic impacts of both grid expansion plans and modifications to market policies and rules, by carrying out what-if analysis on specific elements reflected in the problem objective and constraints. In this respect, we freely provide the open-source Python code of the proposed model, in order to bridge the gap between modeling and implementation, and to offer a ready-to-use tool to the interested user. Finally, we recall that the MILP formulation allows one to certify the optimality of the obtained solution.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 highlights some of the clearing differences between the UPP scheme and a traditional market. Section 3 presents a formulation of the non-linear integer bilevel model, and shows how the final MILP is built. Section 4 illustrates some optional modeling features to detect market splits. Section 5 describes the tests performed, and reports the numerical results. Finally, Section 6 outlines some conclusions. The complete MILP model is reported in Appendix A. With respect to [38] , curtailable profile block orders are now considered (both in UPP and non-UPP zones), a novel and equivalent UPP formulation is proposed, and the objective function represents the exact social welfare.
Market clearing differences between the UPP scheme and a traditional European market
This section provides a few examples to highlight some of the clearing differences between the UPP scheme and a traditional European market. For ease of reading, this section considers only stepwise orders.
In a traditional European market, i.e., a market cleared according to a social welfare approach with no UPP involved, the intersection of the supply and the demand curves determines both the quantity executed and the zonal price, as depicted in Figure 2 . In this case, the demand and supply orders are cleared at the same price, i.e., the zonal price. In particular, a demand order is in-the-money if its price is strictly greater than the zonal price, whereas it is at-themoney if its price is exactly equal to the zonal price, and it is out-of-the-money if its price is strictly lower than the zonal price. In Figure 2 , the demand order labeled by A is intersected by the supply curve, the intersection determines the quantity partially executed, and the price of the order A sets the zonal price in the zone. [21, 22] . The order A is an at-the-money order. By contrast, the demand order labeled by B is out-of-the-money, because its price is strictly lower than the zonal price, and it must be fully rejected. This is not necessarily true for a UPP demand order, because it is cleared at the UPP and not at the zonal price. Figure 3 . The UPP is assumed to be 5 Euro/MWh. The total demanded quantity includes the quantity d d tk partially cleared. The zonal price ζ ti , collected by the producers, is determined as the price required to dispatch the demanded quantity. Figure 3 shows the same demand and supply curves as in Figure 2 . However, in this example the UPP rule is enforced, and the UPP is assumed equal to 5 Euro/MWh. Here, all the demand orders are cleared at the UPP and not at the zonal price. Therefore, the demand order labeled by A is in-the-money and must be fully executed, whereas the demand order labeled by B is at-the-money and can be partially cleared. Notice that, the order labeled by B can be partially executed regardless of the zonal price in the zone. This is a fundamental difference with respect to a traditional market.
In the case depicted in Figure 3 , the in-the-money demand orders and the quantity partially cleared of the order B must be executed. Therefore, the problem boils down to finding the exact executed quantity and the zonal price, given the UPP. We recall that producers collect zonal prices. Therefore, the problem to solve is to find the price required by producers to match the demanded quantity. This problem is an economic dispatch of a potentially variable demand (which in turn depends on the UPP). In a dispatch problem, the demand is a constant, and the demand curve is considered as if it were inelastic, i.e., a vertical line, and the intersection with the supply curve determines the price required by producers, as depicted in Figure 4 . In this case, the demand includes the quantity partially cleared d d tk . The zonal price ζ ti is the prices required by the producers to match the demanded quantity. An important consequence of the UPP pricing scheme is that it is possible to have, in the same zone, an at-the-money UPP demand order and a supply order with two different prices, both partially cleared, as in Figure 4 . This is not possible in a traditional market as the one depicted in Figure 2 , and it is an additional issue of the UPP pricing scheme.
In particular cases, the market equilibrium given by the intersection of the demand and supply curves satisfies also the UPP rule, as shown in Figure 5 . In this figure, the UPP is assumed to be 15 Euro/MWh. The demand order labeled by A has a price of 15 Euro/MWh, it is therefore at-themoney, and can be partially executed. This order is intersected by the supply curve. The quantity partially cleared and the zonal price determined by the intersection, as in a traditional market, fulfills also the UPP rule, because all the in-the-money UPP orders are fully executed, whereas the order partially cleared A is at-the-money. As a consequence, in this particular case, the zonal price, the UPP and the price of the demand order A coincide, i.e., P d tk = π t = ζ ti . Both the cases depicted in Figure 4 , and Figure 5 will be considered. The first case allows a UPP demand order to be partially executed regardless of the zonal price, by relying on a dispatch approach. The second one is a special case, where we will exploit the elasticity of the demand curve and the traditional social welfare approach to deal efficiently with these at-the-money UPP orders, as shown in Section 3.4.
The Model
This section presents a formalization of the market clearing problem in the presence of both the UPP and curtailable profile block orders as a non-linear integer bilevel model. Then, it shows how the bilevel model can be transformed into an equivalent MILP problem.
Bilevel programming
A bilevel model can be regarded as two nested optimization problems, termed upper and lower level problems [47] . Formally, a bilevel model is defined as:
where F and f are the upper and lower level objective functions, respectively. The main feature of a bilevel program is that the upper level decision variables, labeled u in (3)-(4), enter the lower level as fixed parameters. The variables x * represent the optimal solution of the lower level problem, which depends on the upper level variables u, i.e., x * = x * (u). However, for ease of reading this dependence is usually not formally expressed. Historically, the bilevel approach was used in the field of game theory to describe non-cooperative Stackelberg games [47] . In a Stackelberg game the upper level problem represents a leader that acts before a follower, that is represented by the lower level problem. However, in power system economics, the bilevel method is typically used to access the dual variables, i.e., the market prices, and not to actually build a game. Therefore, the upper and the lower level objective functions, i.e., F and f , are usually equivalent. The interested reader is referred to [47, 48, 49] for additional information on bilevel programs and their applications in power system economics.
The non-linear integer bilevel model
In the proposed approach, the upper level problem handles the UPP and verifies the degree of moneyness of block orders, whereas the lower level actually clears the market by using a social welfare maximization approach while properly dispatching the UPP orders, as outlined in Fig.6 
The upper level problem
This section describes the upper level problem, which is defined as follows:
subject to:
with d π tk ≥ 0, d d tk ≥ 0, κ t ∈ [−1; 5], and π t ∈ R. The term ǫ is a sufficiently small positive parameter, whereas M π , and M B p are appropriate large constants, and a discussion on the selection of these parameters is given in Appendix A. Notice that, the starred variables d ζ tk * , d w tk * , s * tp , ζ * ti , and r * p , are the optimal values of the lower level variables, as sketched in (3)-(4). The upper level is a social welfare maximization problem where the first two terms in the objective function (5) represent the demand orders, the third term represents producers submitting simple stepwise orders, and the last term represents producers submitting curtailable profile block orders. Constraint (6) is the UPP definition stated in (2). Constraints (7)- (8) imply that the binary variable u g tk is equal to one if and only if the submitted price P d tk is strictly greater than the UPP π t . Whereas, constraint (9) implies that the binary variable u e tk can be equal to one only if the submitted price P d tk is exactly equal to the UPP π t . Notice that, u g tk and u e tk cannot be equal to one at the same time. Constraint (10) enforces the priority due to the merit orders, i.e., it determines the sequential execution of the in-the-money UPP demand orders within the UPP zones, with a significant reduction in the search space of the binary variables. In this constraint, h and k are indices representing all the consumers paying the UPP, that is h, k ∈ K π t . If the order of consumer h has a smaller merit order than the order of consumer k (i.e., O m th < O m tk ), then the order of consumer h must be executed before the order of consumer k. Notice that merit orders are inputs, therefore constraint (10) is linear. Equation (11) defines the auxiliary variables d π tk , which are used to recap the executed quantities for UPP demand orders into single variables. Constraint (12) verifies the degree of moneyness for block orders, and implies that the binary variables u B p can be equal to one only if the block order has a non-negative surplus. That is, if the block order is accepted, i.e., u B p = 1, then the block order must be either ITM or ATM. By contrast, a block order can be rejected, i.e., u B p = 0, regardless of the surplus. Therefore, this formulation excludes any PAB, i.e., an OTM block order which is accepted, but it allows PRBs, i.e., ITM block orders which are rejected, consistently with the European market requirements, as described in Section 1.2. The constraint (13) defines the binary variables u w tk and u d tk . These variables can differ from zero only if u e tk = 1, i.e., if the UPP demand order is at-the-money, which is the requirement for having a UPP order partially executed. The variables u w tk handle the case of partial execution according to a traditional social welfare approach, as depicted in Figure 5 , whereas the variables u d tk handle the case of partial execution according to an economic dispatch approach, as depicted in Figure 4 . The constraint (13) prevents the double execution of the same order. Finally, the constraint (14) sets the limit on the maximum dispatchable quantity d d tk . Given the upper level decision variables u g tk , u w tk , d d tk , and u B p the market clearing is actually performed by the lower level problem. (18) subject to:
The lower level problem
Dual variables are enclosed in square brackets. Given the upper level variables u g tk , u w tk , d d tk , and u B p , the lower level problem actually clears the market while dispatching the UPP order according to their degree of moneyness. We recall that the upper level variables enter the lower level as parameters, therefore the lower level problem is a linear program. Notice that, the lower level objective function (18) is equivalent to the upper level objective function (5) . Indeed, if we substitute (11) into (5) and considering that the terms P d tk u g tk D max tk and P d tk d d tk are constants into the lower level problem, and that any constant term can be removed from an objective function without altering the optimal solution, we obtain the equivalent lower level objective function (18) . Therefore, given the upper level variables, the lower level clears the market according to an exact social welfare maximization problem. Constraints (19)- (22) impose bounds on the demanded and offered quantities. Notice that, the constraints (20) explicitly sets the lower bound for the demanded quantities d w tk . This formulation will be exploited in Section 3.4. Constraints (23)-(24) impose bounds on the inter-zonal flows. Constraints (25)-(26) set the MAR conditions for block orders by enforcing the relation R min p ≤ r p ≤ 1. The binary variables u B p are used to exclude any out-of-the-money block orders as determined by (12) . We recall that, the acceptance ratio r p must be the same during all the hours t ∈ T p . This means that the day-ahead clearing problem in the presence of block orders cannot be split in independent hourly subproblems. Finally, equation (27) defines the power balance constraint for each zone i ∈ Z = Z π ∪ Z ζ . The right-hand-side of (27) specifies the quantities that must be dispatched. In particular, the terms u g tk D max tk represent the in-the-money orders that must be fully executed and dispatched according to the UPP clearing rule (see Section 1.1). By contrast, the terms d d tk represent the at-the-money UPP orders partially executed and to dispatch (as in case depicted in Figure 4) , where the quantity d d tk is determined by the upper level. Furthermore, notice the presence of d w tk in the left-hand-side of (27) . The variable d w tk is a lower level decision variable, which determines the quantity partially cleared for an at-the-money UPP order by using a social welfare approach, as in the special cases depicted in Figure 5 . The constraint (13) prevents the double clearing of the same order. Notice further that the set K π ti , i.e., the consumers paying the UPP, is empty in the zones non-enforcing the UPP, that is,
The starred variables d ζ tk * , d w tk * , s * tp , r * p , f * tij , and ζ * ti represent the optimal values of the lower level variables. The zonal prices ζ ti are defined as the dual variables of the power balance constraints (27) , as required by the marginal pricing framework [44, 45] . The zonal prices are used within the upper level problem to compute the UPP in equation (6) and to verify the degree of moneyness for block orders in the constraint (12) . In the following section, the bilevel program is reduced to a single level optimization problem.
The equivalent single level problem
In order to access the dual variables ζ ti , i.e., the zonal prices, the bilevel model formalized in Section 3.2 is reformulated as an equivalent single level optimization problem. The objective function of the single level problem is the same of the objective function of the upper level (5) 
The single level problem is a unique optimization program, and there is no distinction between upper and lower parts. Hence, all the decision variables of both the problems are present in (28) . Furthermore, we recall that the lower level problem is a linear program, because all the upper level variables enter the lower level as parameters. As a linear program, the lower level is equivalent to its necessary and sufficient Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions. Moreover, in a linear program, the KKT complementary slackness is equivalent to the strong duality property [48, 50, 51] . As a consequence, the lower level problem can be introduced into the single level problem by adding the following constraints to the single level: 
where (29) is the strong duality property, which requires the equivalence between the objective functions' values in both the primal problem and the dual problem. Conditions (30)-(34) are the constraints of the dual problem, i.e., the dual feasibility, whereas (35) refers to the original constraints of the lower level problem, i.e., the primal feasibility. To summarize, the single level optimization problem, equivalent to the bilevel model presented in section 3.2, is composed by the following three parts:
1. the objective function (28); 2. the constraints of the upper level (6)-(17); 3. the conditions representing the lower level problem (29)- (35) .
The final MILP model
The single level optimization problem presented in Section 3.3 is a non-linear integer program. To obtain the final equivalent MILP model, all the non-linearities must be removed. There are three kinds of non-linearities in the single level:
1. the products of a binary variable and a continuous bounded variable, as u e tk π t in (9); 2. the product π t d π tk in the UPP definition (6); 3. the product ζ ti k∈K π ti d d tk in the strong duality (29) , and in (6) due to (11) .
The non-linearities due to the product of a binary and a continuous bounded variable can be removed by using standard integer algebra. As an example, the product ux of the binary variable u, and the continuous variable x with bounds ±M , can be replaced by an auxiliary continuous bounded variable y defined as:
The Appendix A reports all the auxiliary variables actually used, with a discussion on the selection of the big-M's values.
To handle the UPP definition (6), we propose a novel and equivalent formulation. Firstly, by using (11), the UPP definition (6) can be written as:
In (38) , the terms π t u g tk D max tk and ζ ti u g tk D max tk involve the products of a binary variable and a continuous variable, and can be handled as shown in (36)- (37) . Furthermore, due to (9) and (13), the terms d w tk and d d tk refers to at-the-money UPP orders, where π t = P d tk , by definition. As a consequence, the terms π t d w tk and π t d d tk in (38) can be replaced by P d tk d w tk and P d tk d d tk , respectively. The term ζ ti d w tk in (38) is handled as follows. Firstly, by using (30) the zonal prices is recast as:
therefore, ζ ti d w tk becomes:
Then, we recall that to obtain the single level problem in Section 3.3, the lower level has been recast by using a set of equivalent necessary and sufficient conditions, and to avoid the KKT complementary slackness, the strong duality property has been used. This is desirable because the KKT complementary slackness would introduce further non-linearities. However, the strong duality guarantees that all the KKT complementary slackness conditions hold [52, 53] . Therefore, we can use any subset of them for our purpose. In particular, the complementary slackness associated to the constraints (19)- (20) are defined as follows:
Hence, by using (40)-(42) the following relation can be obtained:
which involves only the product of a binary and a continuous variable, and can be handled as showed in (36)- (37) . Finally, the only remaining non-linearity to handle is the term ζ ti k∈K π ti d d tk which is present not only in (38) but also in (29) . To deal with this term we use a binary expansion. The basic idea of a binary expansion is to convert an integer number in binary form by using binary variables [54, 55, 56] . In particular, the binary expansion is utilized to convert the quantity k∈K π ti d d tk in binary form, as follows: order to obtain an integer number. Then, the left-hand-side actually performs the conversion in binary form. Given the value of c, which depends on the market specifications, the discretization performed in (44) is exact. As a consequence the following relation holds:
Therefore, substituting the terms described, and simplifying the common terms, the UPP definition (38) , can be equivalently recast as:
which involves only the products of a binary and a continuous variable that can be handled as showed in (36)- (37) . The definition (46) is exact, with no approximation provided that the parameter c, introduced in (44), is selected properly.
Starting from the single level model described in Section 3.3, by using (46) in place of (6), substituting (45) in (29) , and after removing all the non-linearities due to the products of a binary and a continuous variable as outlined in (36)-(37), we obtain the final MILP model reported in Appendix A. The MILP model solves the market clearing problem in the presence of both the UPP and curtailable profile block orders by using an exact social welfare maximization approach without any heuristic or iterative methods.
Implementation details
Under the UPP pricing scheme, all the UPP orders have a merit order, i.e., a parameter that determines a strict total ordering among the orders, as described in Section 1.1. All the UPP orders must be executed sequentially, according to the priority established by the merit order. However, the current implementation of the UPP pricing scheme in the European market, strictly enforces the merit order only for the in-the-money UPP orders, see (10) . By contrast, the merit order for the ATM UPP orders is enforced only as long as there is enough transmission capacity between the zones involved, i.e., if there is no market split. For this reason, the merit order for ATM orders is currently enforced ex-post, given the market solution. In this section, we propose a set of constraints to detect whether the connecting lines are congested or not. In particular, we introduce a set of conditions to detect market splits, and to enforce the merit order for the ATM UPP orders directly within the optimization problem. These constraints are upper level constraints. However, they are not strictly required by the current European market rules. For this reason, they are described in this section and not in Section 3.2. Notice that, these constraints allow one to fix a significant part of the ATM quantities actually executed, with a significant reduction of the search space of the binary expansion (44) . Specifically, for all t ∈ T , i ∈ Z π , and h, k ∈ K π ti , such that O m th < O m tk , and P d th = P d tk , the following constraint is added:
Furthermore, for all t ∈ T , i, j ∈ Z π , h ∈ K π ti , and k ∈ K π tj , with i = j, such that O m th < O m tk , P d th = P d tk , and F max tij > 0, the following constraints are enforced:
Notice that merit orders, prices and maximum flow capacities are inputs, therefore the above constraints are linear.
The term ǫ f is a sufficiently small parameter, whereas M F tij and M D th are appropriate large constants, that are defined in Appendix A. Constraint (47) enforces the merit order for ATM orders within the same zone. Furthermore, from (23) and (48)-(50), u f tij = 1 if and only if f tij = F max tij , i.e., the line is congested. Constraint (51) enforces the merit order for ATM orders in zones directly connected. If the line is not saturated, then u f tij = 0, and the constraint is enforced, otherwise there is market split and the constraint is deactivated. Constraint (51) can be further generalized to zones connected through a path involving multiple lines. In this case, to enforce the constraint, all the variables u f tij must be zero, i.e., the lines connecting the zones i and j must not be saturated, otherwise there is a market split along the path, and the merit order must not be enforced. As a remark, notice that a loose formulation of u f tij can be implemented by using:
instead of (48)- (49) . In this case if f tij < F max tij , then u f tij = 0, but the converse is not true. This approach appears to be preferable for dealing with solvers or modeling languages that do not allow to prioritize the binary variables. Indeed, the merit order for ATM orders can be regarded as a secondary requirement, and it should be enforced by the solver only at the end of the Branch-and-Bound process. This can be performed efficiently by setting the lowest priority to the binary variables u f tij .
Numerical Results
This section describes the numerical results obtained by testing the MILP model introduced in Section 3.4, and reported in Appendix A.
Experiment setup
The data used to test the proposed MILP model was downloaded from the website of the Italian market operator [15] . It refers to the day-ahead market, and covers 31 days, ranging from January 1 st to January 31 st , 2018. Each day involves on average 20,307 demand orders and 37,810 offer orders. These orders are distributed over 22 zones. Six zones are the Italian physical zones, which enforce the UPP scheme, whereas the remaining zones do not enforce the UPP. We recall that the Italian UPP is termed PUN. Artificial orders were randomly added to test curtailable profile block orders. Specifically, for a block order p, the maximum hourly quantity offered S B,max tp was sampled from a uniform distribution ranging from 1 MWh to 75 MWh, whereas the block order price P [59] , and the documentation of the main functions is available at [60] . The documentation describes also how to obtain the Italian data from [15]. Orders without a price limit, listed in the Italian market with a price P d tk = 3000 Euro/MWh, are assumed to be fully executed. The value of the parameter ǫ in (8) can be set arbitrarily small. Since the Italian market limits the resolution of the PUN to six digits, any value not greater than 10 −6 is acceptable. The tuning of the big-M parameters in (7)-(8), and (12) is discussed in Appendix A.
Test with real Italian data
The first test takes into account only the real data of the Italian day-ahead market, which ranges from January 1 st to January 31 st , 2018, and includes 1,801,652 market orders. The purpose is to verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach in solving the UPP clearing scheme. The test involves 744 hourly PUN problems. On average, each instance of the problem contains 985 binary variables, and is solved to optimality in 8.74 seconds. In the performed tests, all the cleared quantities match the real quantities executed on the Italian market. The binary expansion (44) is actually utilized only in 9 cases out of 744 (1.21% of the cases). That is, in these cases the solution contains at least one order with u d tk = 1. Figure 7 reports for each hourly PUN problem the number of binary variables involved, and the time to reach the optimal solution. The largest spikes in the computation time correspond to the instances where the binary expansion actually takes place. The maximum time is 74.60 seconds, which corresponds to the 20th hour of January 24th.
Test with 50 curtailable profile block orders over 12 hours
The second test involves the data of the Italian market operator referring to January 1 st , with the addition of 50 curtailable profile block orders randomly generated as described in Section 5.1. Each block order spans from the 9th to the 20th hour. To test the effectiveness of the proposed MILP model, the block orders are evenly distributed between an PUN zone (Sicily) and a non-PUN zone (Swiss). The presence of block orders requires to solve a single MILP problem spanning the whole considered day. The clearing problem involves 19,246 PUN demand orders, 414 non-UPP demand orders, 34,927 supply orders, 50 curtailable profile block orders, and is solved in 848.79 seconds. Table 1 reports the real Italian PUN (second column), and the PUN obtained from the proposed model (third column). The shadowed rows correspond to the hours where the block orders have been added. As can be observed, the difference between the real and the modeled PUN is zero up to the fourth decimal place in the hours where the block orders are not present. This discrepancy is due to the tolerance parameter κ t in (6) , which can lead to slight differences in the PUN, despite the same matched quantities. By contrast, from the 9th to the 20th hour, the presence of block orders leads to a decrease in the PUN, which is caused by the additional quantity supplied by the block orders. Table 2 reports the surplus of each block order and the acceptance ratio r p . All the block orders with a positive surplus, i.e., the ITM block orders, are fully cleared (r p = 1). The block orders with a negative surplus, i.e., the OTM block orders, are correctly rejected (r p = 0). Furthermore, notice that block order 15 in the PUN zone has zero surplus (see the corresponding row in the left part of Table 2 ). That is, it is an ATM block order, and it is partially cleared with r p = 0.86. c 2018. This manuscript version is made available under the CC-BY-NC-ND 4.0 license http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ 
Conclusions
The coupling of all the European electricity markets is an ongoing process which faces several difficulties. In particular, the presence of heterogeneous orders and rules, such as block orders and the uniform purchase price, rises several issues.
The proposed mixed-integer linear program allows one to solve the market clearing problem in the presence of both curtailable profile block orders and the uniform purchase price scheme. In particular, it harmonizes within a unique optimization program two classes of heterogeneous orders and rules. An exact social welfare maximization problem is formulated and solved, as required by European guidelines. The proposed approach is non-iterative, heuristic-free, and the solution is exact, with no approximation up to the level of resolution of current market data. In addition, the solution is obtained coherently with the marginal pricing framework. Finally, the mixed-integer linear program formulation allows one to prove the optimality of the obtained solution.
Ongoing work aims at introducing linked block orders, piecewise linear orders, and complex orders (as the Iberian minimum income condition) in the proposed framework. It is expected that the income condition could be modeled in a similar way as the surplus of the block order. By contrast, piecewise linear orders will pose additional issues, due to the presence of quadratic terms in the objective function.
with p ∈ P B .
In (8) the value of ǫ is 10 −8 , whereas in (48) the value of ǫ f is 10 −6 . In the Italian market, the maximum price M π , used in (7)-(8) and (A.9)-(A.18), is 3000 Euro/MWh. Moreover, considering that block orders span over multiple hours, the value of M B p in (12) (51) the parameter M D th is defined as M D th = D max th . Furthermore, in order to reduce significantly the search space of the upper level binary variables, the following constraint can be implemented: u e tk ≤ u g th − u g tk ∀t ∈ T , ∀h, k ∈ K π t , (A.23) such that P d th > P d tk .
